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Tissue Box
{ tams # 9054 }

Supplies needed:

Tear & Tape Adhesive

[138995 ]

$7.00

Stampin' Trimmer

[126889 ]

$30.00

Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$7.00

Ovals Collection Framelits

Die

[129381]

$27.00

Big Shot

[143263 ]

$110.00

Very Vanilla 12" X 12" Card

Stock

[124301]

$5.95

Liquid Multipurpose Glue

[110755 ]

$4.00



Project Recipe:

Take two pieces of Very Vanilla Card Stock measuring 6" x 11 3/4".1. 

Score on long side (11 3/4") at 4 3/4" x 9 1/2". Turn and score on short side at 1". Do this to both pieces. The

1" score line panel is the top of the box.

2. 

Glue both pieces together (using Tear and Tape Adhesive) gluing the smaller panel of one piece of card card

stock to the larger panel of the 2nd piece to create one long strip.

3. 

Burnish with Bone Folder and fold on the score lines.4. 

Add pattern paper to panels (4 1/2" x 4 3/8") using the Tear and Tape Adhesive.5. 

Cut a piece of Very Vanilla Card Stock for the top of the box measuring 4 3/4" x 4 3/4". Set Aside6. 

Cut up each score line from the top edge of the card to the 1" score line and notch out. This will create the

four flaps which need to be folded in towards the center. Glue on each of the corners, gluing the flaps

together to create the basic box shape.

7. 

To create the opening in the box top, take the 4 3/4" square top card stock and mark the center. Using the

Ovals framelits, die cut an oval hole in the center of the box.

8. 

Take a scrap piece of pattern paper and create a frame by using two oval framelits and die cut at the same

time. This is used to create a frame for the opening where the tissues feed through.

9. 

Add framed pattern piece to top of box. Adhere box top to box using the Tear & Tape Adhesive.10. 

The original tutorial was made by icreatecraft.weebly.co.uk. I've changed several instructions to make it my

own.

~~Rachel

11. 


